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The hypothalamic ventromedial nucleus (VMN) is impli-
cated both in autonomic control of blood glucose and in
behaviors including fear and aggression, but whether
these divergent effects involve the same or distinct neu-
ronal subsets and their projections is unknown. To ad-
dress this question, we used an optogenetic approach to
selectively activate the subset of VMN neurons that ex-
press neuronal nitric oxide synthase 1 (VMNNOS1 neurons)
implicated in glucose counterregulation. We found that
photoactivation of these neurons elicits 1) robust hyper-
glycemia achieved by activation of counterregulatory
responses usually reserved for the physiological response
to hypoglycemia and 2) defensive immobility behavior.
Moreover, we show that the glucagon, but not corticoste-
rone, response to insulin-induced hypoglycemia is blunted
by photoinhibition of the same neurons. To investigate the
neurocircuitry by which VMNNOS1 neurons mediate these
effects, and to determine whether these diverse effects
are dissociable from one another, we activated down-
stream VMNNOS1 projections in either the anterior bed
nucleus of the stria terminalis (aBNST) or the periaque-
ductal gray (PAG). Whereas glycemic responses are fully
recapitulated by activation of VMNNOS1 projections to the
aBNST, freezing immobility occurred only upon activation
of VMNNOS1 terminals in the PAG. These findings support
previous evidenceof a VMN→aBNSTneurocircuit involved
in glucose counterregulation and demonstrate that acti-
vation of VMNNOS1 neuronal projections supplying thePAG
robustly elicits defensive behaviors.

Although glucose is sensed in peripheral tissues, including
pancreatic b-cells and the hepatic portal vein, the brain has

the capacity to sense glucose both directly and indi-
rectly (1–3). The brain also plays a key role in driving
the counterregulatory responses (CRRs) to hypoglycemia,
which include inhibition of insulin secretion and enhanced
secretion of glucagon, corticosterone, and epinephrine (4).
Hypoglycemia is both the most frequent complication of
diabetes treatment and the major obstacle to achieving
tight glycemic control in people with diabetes (5). Fur-
thermore, a single severe bout of hypoglycemia increases
the risk not only of cardiovascular disease and mortality
but also of subsequent hypoglycemic episodes (6). Improv-
ing our understanding of the mechanisms by which hy-
poglycemia is sensed and responded to by the brain is
therefore critical to the development of new, more effec-
tive strategies for diabetes treatment.

Although glucose counterregulation involves multiple
brain areas (1), neurons in the hypothalamic ventromedial
nucleus (VMN) appear to play an important role. This
assertion is based on evidence that 1) the VMN is activated
during hypoglycemia (7), 2) electrical stimulation of the
VMN activates CRRs and raises blood glucose levels (8,9),
and 3) glucose delivery specifically within the VMN blunts
CRRs during systemic hypoglycemia (10). Moreover, using
an optogenetics approach, we recently demonstrated
that activation of the subset of VMN neurons that express
steroidogenic factor 1 (VMNSF1 neurons) activates CRRs
and thereby raises blood glucose levels, whereas their
inhibition blocks recovery from hypoglycemia (11). These
data are in line with previous studies showing an impaired
CRR to insulin-induced hypoglycemia when glutamate is
deleted from VMNSF1 neurons (12), and with evidence that
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projections from the lateral parabrachial nucleus to the VMN
are essential to effective glucose counterregulation (13).

In addition to its role in glucose homeostasis, the VMN
is implicated in the “fight or flight” response and associ-
ated behaviors, including fear/anxiety and aggression
(14–16). In accordance with this concept, activation of
VMNSF1 neurons elicits defensive behaviors, including
freezing immobility and/or activity bursts, characteristic
of a fearful emotional state (16,17). Since psychological
stress could potentially contribute to hyperglycemia in-
duced by VMNSF1 neuron activation, the current work was
undertaken to determine if neurocircuitry downstream
of the VMN involved in glucose counterregulation can
be distinguished from that involved in defensive behav-
iors. Specifically, we hypothesized that these divergent
responses involve discrete neuronal subsets within the
VMN that project to distinct downstream brain regions.
Consistent with this hypothesis, neurons located in the
ventrolateral (vl) portion of the VMN are known to be
involved in reproductive and aggressive behaviors (17,18),
and neurons in the central (c) and dorsomedial (dm) VMN
are implicated in both metabolic regulation (19,20) and
defensive behaviors (16). Moreover, work from us and
others has shown that VMN neurons project heavily to
multiple brain areas, including the anterior bed nucleus of
the stria terminalis (aBNST), an area implicated in auto-
nomic control of homeostatic functions and stressor in-
tegration (21,22), and the periaqueductal gray (PAG),
a brain region classically known for its role in fear and
pain (23).

Based on work from Fioramonti et al. (24), we hypoth-
esized a glucoregulatory role for neurons in the VMN
expressing neuronal nitric oxide synthase 1 (VMNNOS1

neurons), a subset of VMNSF1 neurons. This hypothesis
is supported by published evidence that 1) VMNNOS1

neurons are responsive to a fall in glucose levels (7,25),
2) hypoglycemia induces phosphorylation and activation
of NOS1 (7,24), and 3) pharmacological and genetic in-
hibition of NOS1 impairs epinephrine and glucagon
responses to hypoglycemia and slows the recovery of blood
glucose levels to normal (24). Based on these findings, we
sought to determine 1) if activation of VMNNOS1 neurons
is sufficient and/or required for intact CRRs to hypogly-
cemia and 2) if distinct projections from VMNNOS1 neu-
rons mediate glycemic and behavioral responses or if
instead the two responses are inextricably linked, as would
be expected if the hyperglycemia is a manifestation of the
behavioral response.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

Animals
All procedures were performed in accordance with the
National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use
of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Animal
Care Committee at the University of Washington. All
studied animals were individually housed in a temperature-
controlled room with a 12-h:12-h light:dark cycle under

specific pathogen-free conditions and provided with ad
libitum access to water and chow unless otherwise noted.
Nos1-Cre mice and C57Bl/6J mice were purchased from
The Jackson Laboratory (stock no. 017526 and 000664,
respectively).

Viral Microinjection and Fiber Placement Surgeries
The viral vectors AAV5-EF1a-DIO-hChR2(H134R)-
EYFP, AAVDJ8-EF1a-DIO-SwiChRCA-TS-EYFP-WPRE,
and AAV5-EF1a-DIO-EYFP used in this study have been
previously described (11). All viruses were purchased from
the Gene Therapy Center at the University of North
Carolina except the SwiChR virus, which was provided
by Karl Deisseroth (Stanford University, Stanford, CA) and
packaged into a DJ8 vector by the University of Wash-
ington Diabetes Research Center Viral Vector and Trans-
genic Mouse Core. For viral microinjection, animals were
placed in a stereotaxic frame (Kopf 1900; Cartesian Re-
search Inc., Tujunga, CA) under isoflurane anesthesia. The
skull was exposed with a small incision, and a small hole
was drilled for unilateral 200-nL injection volume of
AAV5-EF1a-DIO-hChR2(H134R)-EYFP, or 200-nL bilateral
injection of the inhibitory AAVDJ8-EF1a-DIO-SwiChRCA-
TS-EYFP-WPRE, to the VMN of Nos1-Cre male mice
based on slightly modified coordinates from the Mouse
Brain Atlas: anterior-posterior (AP) 21.0 mm, dorsal-
ventral (DV) 25.7 mm, and lateral 0.45 mm. Adeno-
associated virus (AAV) was delivered using a Hamilton
syringe with a 33-gauge needle at a rate of 50 nL/min
(Micro4 controller), followed by a 7-min wait at the in-
jection site and a 1-min wait 0.1 mm dorsal to the injection
site before needle withdrawal. After viral injections, a fiber-
optic ferrule (Doric Lenses, Quebec, Canada) was implanted
above the VMN (AP 21.0 mm, DV 25.3 mm, lateral
0.45 mm), the aBNST (AP 0.86 mm, DV 24.4 mm, lateral
0.65 to the ipsilateral side), or the PAG (AP 24.2 mm,
DV 22.2 mm, lateral 0.15 mm to the ipsilateral side) in
separate cohorts of mice. For bilateral inhibition, fiberoptics
were implanted at a 15° from center angle. Animals received
a perioperative subcutaneous injection of buprenorphine
hydrochloride (0.05 mg/kg) (Reckitt Benckiser, Richmond,
VA). After surgery, mice were allowed 2 (for cell body
stimulation) to 6 weeks (for terminal stimulation) to recover
and to maximize viral expression. Mice were acclimated to
handling and experimental conditions three times prior to
the start of any in vivo studies. Viral expression and fiber
placement were verified post hoc in all animals, and any data
from animals in which the virus or fiber was located outside
the targeted area were excluded from the analysis.

Optogenetic Photoactivation and Photoinhibition
Optogenetic studies were supported by the Nutrition
Obesity Research Center (NORC) Energy Balance Core
at the University of Washington. Light was delivered to
the target area from a diode laser (473 nm, DPSS con-
tinuous wave laser system; Laserglow, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada) controlled via pulse generator (Master-9; A.M.P.I.,
Jerusalem, IL) as previously described (11). In brief, the
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output beam from the laser system was delivered through
a single fiber port connected to a fiberoptic rotary joint
(Doric Lenses). A terminal fiber attached to the rotary joint
was connected to the indwelling fiberoptic cannula via
a ceramic mating sleeve (Thor Laboratories, Newton, NJ).
Unless otherwise noted, all photostimulation experiments
used 5-ms pulses at 40 Hz with an estimated 3-mW light
power exiting the fiber tip. Photoinhibition experiments
used a constant beam of light for 1–2 h as indicated for
each experiment. Irradiance at target regions is estimated
at 7.82 mW/mm2 based upon previously described light
penetration through neural tissues (web.stanford.edu/group/
dlab/cgi-bin/graph/chart.php).

Metabolic Studies and Tissue Processing
To investigate the effect of selective activation or inhibi-
tion of VMNNOS1 neurons on glycemic control, we used a
3-h approach with alternating laser off/on/off sequences
in Nos1-Cre mice in a randomized, crossover manner, as
previously described (11). Tail vein blood was collected for
blood glucose levels at indicated times using a handheld
glucometer (FreeStyle; Abbott, Santa Clara, CA). Tail blood
for plasma hormonal measurement was collected at the
end of the “Laser on” photoactivation (stimulation) or
“Laser off” (mock) period (t = 60 min); for photoinhibition
studies, blood samples for plasma hormonal measure-
ment were collected at the end of the baseline period
(t = 0) and during the study period (t = 60 min), as indi-
cated. Tail blood was collected in EDTA-coated capillary
tubes and centrifuged (10,000 rpm, 7 min), and plasma
was subsequently removed and stored at 280°C for sub-
sequent assay. Plasma insulin (Crystal Chem, Elk Grove
Village, IL), corticosterone (ALPCO, Salem, NH), and glu-
cagon (Mercodia, Winston-Salem, NC) were determined by
ELISA.

Insulin-Induced Hypoglycemia
In two separate studies using insulin-induced hypoglyce-
mia, 4 h–fasted animals received an intraperitoneal (i.p.)
injection of human insulin (1.0 or 1.5 units/kg body
weight; Humulin; Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis,
IN) at t = 0 min. Tail vein blood was collected for mea-
surement of blood glucose levels at215, 0, 15, 30, 45, 60,
90, and 120min using a handheld glucometer (Abbott) and
blood samples collected for hormonal analysis as described
above (11).

For studies evaluating c-Fos expression during insulin-
induced hypoglycemia, C57Bl/6J mice were acclimated to
handling and i.p. injections. On the study day, animals
were fasted for 4 h prior to receiving an i.p. injection of
insulin (1.5 units/kg body weight; Humulin; Eli Lilly and
Company) or saline control. After 60 min, animals were
anesthetized and perfused as described below. For quan-
tification of c-Fos expression, Fiji was used to define
a standard region of interest for three representative
sections per animal spanning the aBNST (bregma 0.62–
0.30 mm) and the PAG (bregma 24.16 to 24.36), re-
spectively. In brief, images were converted to 16 bit and

the threshold adjusted to minimize nonspecific back-
ground fluorescence. Cells were then identified and
counted using the analyze particles feature, such that
consistent fluorescence and size thresholds were used
throughout, as previously described (26).

Immunohistochemistry
For brain immunohistochemical (IHC) studies, after 1 h of
mock photoactivation or photoinhibition, animals were
overdosed with ketamine:xylazine and perfused with PBS
followed by 4% (volume for volume) paraformaldehyde in
0.1 mol/L PBS. Brains were removed and postfixed for
2–6 h, sucrose (30%) embedded, and subsequently frozen
in optimal cutting temperature compound blocks. Free-
floating coronal sections were obtained via Crysotat at
30 microns and stored in PBS with azide at 4°C for IHC
staining.

c-Fos immunostaining was performed in free-floating
sections. In brief, sections were put into PBS with Tween
20 (PBST) overnight at 4°C. Sections were then washed at
room temperature in PBST (3 3 8 min), followed by
a blocking buffer (5% normal goat serum, 1% BSA in
0.1 mol/L PBST with azide) for 60 min with rocking.
Sections were then incubated overnight at 4°C with goat
anti–c-Fos (sc-52-G, RRID:AB_2629503; Santa Cruz Bio-
technology, Dallas, TX) diluted 1:500 in blocking buffer.
Next, sections were washed (3 3 8 min) in PBST before
incubating in secondary donkey anti-goat Alexa 594
(Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA)
diluted 1:300. Sections were then mounted to slides and
imaged using a Nikon Eclipse E600 upright microscope
equipped with a Diagnostic Instruments Spot RT Color
digital camera.

Behavioral Quantification
To avoid confounding stress responses, behavioral ses-
sions were performed in the animals’ home cages. All
sessions were video recorded and subsequently analyzed
with Ethovision (Noldus, Leesburg, VA) tracking software
as previously described (27).

Statistical Analyses
All results are presented as means 6 SEM. P values for
pairwise comparisons were calculated by two-tailed Stu-
dent t test. Time course comparisons between groups were
analyzed using a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA
with main effects of treatment (mock vs. stimulation
or inhibition) and time. All post hoc comparisons were
determined using Sidak correction for multiple com-
parisons. All statistical tests indicated were per-
formed using Prism (version 7.4; GraphPad, La Jolla, CA)
software.

RESULTS

Activation of VMNNOS1 Neurons Induces Hyperglycemia
To test the hypothesis that photoactivation of VMNNOS1

neurons is sufficient to engage CRRs and thereby raise
blood glucose levels, Nos1-Cre+ mice received a unilateral
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microinjection to the VMN of an AAV encoding either
a YFP control or a Cre-dependent sodium-conducting
channelrhodopsin fused with a fluorescent reporter
[AAV5-EF1a-DIO-hChR2(H134R)-EYFP, hereafter called
ChR2-YFP], followed by implantation of an optic fiber
above the injection site (Fig. 1A and B). As expected,
ChR2-YFP expression was largely restricted to the VMN
and not adjacent nuclei (Fig. 1C). Activation of VMN
neurons after photostimulation was further confirmed
by increased expression of the immediate-early gene,
c-Fos (Fig. 1C). As predicted, photoactivation of VMNNOS1

neurons rapidly elevated blood glucose levels, with levels
returning to baseline within 1 h of termination of the light
stimulus (Fig. 2A), an effect that recapitulates the re-
sponse to photoactivation of VMNSF1 neurons (of which
VMNNOS1 neurons are a subset) (11). Because this effect
was not observed in Nos1-Cre+ animals that underwent
the same light stimulation procedure, but had received a
YFP control virus (Fig. 2B), we conclude that the observed
glycemic responses were not due to nonspecific effects
of blue light delivery to the VMN and instead reflect
a specific response to activation of VMNNOS1 neurons.
Moreover, our findings that there was little if any effect
on blood glucose levels after photoactivation of Nos1
neurons in which viral and/or fiberoptic targeting was
detected predominantly outside the VMN (data not
shown) further strengthen our hypothesis that NOS1
neurons in the VMN, but not those in adjacent brain
areas, have potent glucoregulatory effects.

Autonomic and Neuroendocrine Effects of VMNNOS1

Photoactivation
Based on the response to photoactivation of VMNSF1

neurons (11), we hypothesized a role for autonomic and
neuroendocrine mechanisms engaged during glucose coun-
terregulation in the hyperglycemic response to activation
of VMNNOS1 neurons. Consistent with this hypothesis, we
found that the effect of photoactivation of VMNNOS1

neurons to induce hyperglycemia (Fig. 2A, 60 min, shown
in Fig. 2C as line graph) was associated with a marked rise
in plasma levels of the counterregulatory hormones cor-
ticosterone and glucagon (Fig. 2E and F). The increase of
glucagon levels is particularly notable in that although it
plays a key role in glucose counterregulation, it is not
typically a component of the nonspecific response to fear-
inducing stimuli (28). Further, plasma insulin levels failed
to increase, despite marked hyperglycemia, indicating
potent autonomic suppression of glucose-stimulated in-
sulin secretion (GSIS) (Fig. 2D). These cardinal features of
the CRR fully recapitulate the effects of VMNSF1 activation.

Behavioral Effects of VMNNOS1 Photoactivation
Consistent with the known role of the VMN in mediating
defensive behaviors, we found that in addition to glycemic
effects (Fig. 2A–F), freezing immobility behavior was ob-
served throughout the entire period during which
VMNNOS1 neurons were activated (Fig. 2G and Supple-
mentary Video 1). This effect was quantified as an in-
crease in overall time spent immobile (Fig. 2H) and

Figure 1—Strategy for photoactivation of VMNNOS1 neurons and verification of VMN targeting. Schematic demonstrating unilateral
microinjection of the Cre-dependent ChR2-YFP or YFP control virus targeting the VMN of Nos1-Cre+ mice (A) and fiberoptic placement
dorsal to the injection site (B).C: Representative images indicating unilateral infection and expression of ChR2-EYFP and light-induced c-Fos
restricted to the VMN of Nos1-Cre+ mice. 3V, third ventricle; ARC, arcuate nucleus.
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a corresponding decrease in the total distance traveled and
average velocity (Fig. 2I and J). Importantly, these behav-
iors were not observed in Nos1-Cre+ animals that received
a YFP control virus (Supplementary Video 2). Taken to-
gether, these data suggest that VMNNOS1 neuron activa-
tion elicits defensive freezing behaviors characteristic of
generalized VMN stimulation and suggestive of the re-
sponse to an underlying fearful emotional state.

VMNNOS1 Neurons Are Required for an Intact Glucagon
Response to Insulin-Induced Hypoglycemia
To investigate the physiological role of VMNNOS1 neurons
in the CRR, we asked whether activation of these neurons
is required for the ability to recover from insulin-induced
hypoglycemia. To this end, we used a complementary
optogenetic approach in which a light-activated chloride-
conducting channel was selectively expressed in VMNNOS1

neurons, such that light delivery hyperpolarizes and
thereby reduces the firing of these neurons (11,29). Spe-
cifically, AAVDJ8-EF1-DIO-SwiChRCA-TS-EYFP (hereafter
called SwiChR-YFP) was microinjected bilaterally to the
VMN of Nos1-Cre+ mice, followed by angled bilateral
fiberoptic placement dorsal to each injection site (Fig.
3A and B).

We report that photoinhibition of VMNNOS1 neurons
had no effect on blood glucose levels after saline injection
(P = NS), suggesting that like VMNSF1 neurons, activation
of VMNNOS1 neurons is not required for maintenance of
normal blood glucose levels in the basal state. Unlike
photoinhibition of VMNSF1 neurons (11), however, photo-
inhibition of VMNNOS1 neurons did not impair overall
recovery from mild insulin-induced hypoglycemia (Fig.
3C), relative to mock controls. Nevertheless, the increase

Figure 2—Photoactivation of VMNNOS1 neurons elicits both glucose CRRs and defensive freezing immobility. Blood glucose levels during
unilateral laser off (mock) and laser-induced stimulation (Stim) of VMNNOS1 neurons in ChR2-YFP–injected (n = 10) (A) or YFP control–injected
(n = 3) (B) animals. Blue shading represents the duration of laser stimulation. Blood glucose values fromChR2-YFP animals at the 60-min time
point (C) during which tail blood was collected for measurement of insulin (D), glucagon (E), and corticosterone (F ). G: Percentage of
photoactivation trials evoking freezing. Percentage of time spent immobile (H), total distance traveled (I), and average velocity (J) during
mock and photostimulation. Values are mean 6 SEM. P values by two-way ANOVA (A and B) or two-tailed, paired Student t test (C–J).
**P , 0.01; ***P , 0.001; ‡P , 0.0001.
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of circulating glucagon levels that normally occurs during
hypoglycemia was blunted when VMNNOS1 neurons were
silenced (Fig. 3D). In contrast, plasma corticosterone levels
increased significantly from basal values in both groups
and, unlike the blunted glucagon response, the magnitude
of the effect was not affected by photoinhibition of
VMNNOS1 neurons (t = 0 min, mock 82.3 6 12.8 ng/mL
vs. inhibition 85.86 11.5 ng/mL, P = NS; t = 60 min, mock
118.16 10.1 ng/mL vs. inhibition 122.26 9.0 ng/mL, P =
NS). A similar pattern of responses was observed when
the study was repeated in separate cohorts of mice us-
ing a higher dose of insulin (1.5 units/kg) to induce
a more severe degree of hypoglycemia. Thus, whereas
photoinhibition of VMNNOS1 neurons again had no de-
tectable effect on recovery from insulin-induced hypogly-
cemia relative to mock controls (blood glucose t = 60 min,
mock 41.1 6 6.9 ng/mL vs. inhibition 44.6 6 7.3 mg/dL,
P = NS), a blunted increase of plasma glucagon levels
during hypoglycemia was observed once again (t = 60
min, mock 40.7 6 5.1 ng/mL vs. inhibition 22.9 6 3.9
pmol/L, P , 0.05). In contrast, photoinhibition of
VMNNOS1 neurons did not alter the effect of hypoglycemia
to raise plasma corticosterone levels (t = 60 min, mock
126.6 6 6.6 ng/mL vs. inhibition 136.4 6 6.3 ng/mL,
P = NS). Taken together, these data demonstrate that

activation of VMNNOS1 neurons is required for an intact
glucagon response to insulin-induced hypoglycemia.

Identification of Downstream Projections of VMNNOS1

Neurons Mediating Glycemic and Behavioral
Responses
As a first step to determine whether divergent glycemic
and behavioral responses associated with VMNNOS1 acti-
vation can be dissociated from one another, we sought to
identify projection fields of VMNNOS1 neurons tagged with
fluorescently labeled channelrhodopsin virus. Consistent
with previous data (11,30), fluorescently labeled pro-
jections were detected in both the ipsilateral aBNST
(Fig. 4A, left) and both ipsilateral and contralateral PAG
(Fig. 4B, left), areas implicated in autonomic control of
metabolism and defensive behavior, respectively (22,23,
31,32). Moreover, neuron activation (as judged by c-Fos
induction) was observed in both areas (Fig. 4A and B) after
photoactivation of VMNNOS1 soma. Innervation of the
PAG was particularly robust within its dorsolateral portion
superior to the cerebral aqueduct.

Electrophysiological studies of the VMN have shown
the presence of both glucose-excited (GE) and glucose-
inhibited (GI) neurons in this area, which decrease and
increase their firing in response to a fall in ambient glucose
levels, respectively (33). Importantly, work from Fioramonti

Figure 3—Photoinhibition of VMNNOS1 neurons selectively impairs glucagon responses during insulin-induced hypoglycemia. A: Schematic
demonstrating bilateral microinjection of the Cre-dependent inhibitory SwiChR-YFP virus, and fiberoptic placement dorsal to the injection
site, targeting the VMN of Nos1-Cre+ mice. B: Representative image of EYFP fluorescence showing bilateral infection and expression within
the VMN of Nos1-Cre1 mice. C: Blood glucose levels in Nos1-Cre+ mice during bilateral laser off (Mock) or laser-induced inhibition (Inhib)
of VMNNOS1 neurons. Blue shading represents duration of laser-induced inhibition. D: Changes in glucagon levels during insulin-induced
hypoglycemia during mock and photoinhibition of VMNNOS1 neurons (n = 12 for all). Values are mean6 SEM. P values by two-way ANOVA.
*P , 0.05. 3V, third ventricle; ARC, arcuate nucleus.
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et al. (24) suggests that NOS1 neurons are predominantly
GI, and activation of these neurons, alongside inhibition of
GE neurons, in response to hypoglycemia may be required
for the full CRR (24). Based on these data, and on evi-
dence that VMN neurons are predominantly glutamatergic
(12,34), we hypothesized that brain regions downstream of
GI VMNNOS1 neurons would be activated during insulin-
induced hypoglycemia.

To interrogate whether either the aBNST or PAG is
activated during hypoglycemia, we exposed C57Bl/6J mice
to insulin-induced hypoglycemia and evaluated c-Fos in-
duction within these regions. Our data reproduce previ-
ous evidence that insulin-induced hypoglycemia activates
neurons within the aBNST (31) but not within the PAG
(Fig. 4C–G). We therefore hypothesized that selective
activation of the VMNNOS1→aBNST neurocircuit activates
CRRs, whereas activation of the VMNNOS1→PAG neuro-
circuit elicits the defensive freezing behaviors associated
with VMNNOS1 activation.

To test this hypothesis, we used an optogenetics ap-
proach to stimulate the projection fields of VMNNOS1

neurons supplying the aBNST and the PAG. Specifically,
AAV encoding Cre-dependent ChR2-YFP was microin-
jected unilaterally to the VMN of Nos1-Cre+ mice, followed
by ipsilateral implantation of an optic fiber above pro-
jection fields within either the aBNST (Fig. 5A) or PAG (Fig.
6A) in separate cohorts of mice. In extension of our
previous data (11), we found that photoactivation of
VMNNOS1→aBNST terminals recapitulated the effects of
VMNNOS1 cell body activation to rapidly and reversibly
raise blood glucose levels (Fig. 5B), a response accompa-
nied by elevated plasma levels of both glucagon and
corticosterone (Fig. 5E and F) and suppression of GSIS
(Fig. 5D). Moreover, this effect occurred in the absence
of the freezing immobility elicited by VMNNOS1 cell
body stimulation (Fig. 5G–J and Supplementary Video
3). Collectively, these findings corroborate our previous
data implicating the subset of aBNST-projecting VMN

Figure 4—VMNNOS1 neurons project to and activate neurons in both the aBNST and the PAG, and insulin-induced hypoglycemia increases
c-Fos expressionwithin the aBNST. Fluorescently labeled projections of ChR2-expressing VMNNOS1 neurons in the aBNST (A, left panel) and
PAG (B, left panel). Photoactivation of upstream VMNNOS1 neurons for 60 min elicits robust c-Fos expression in these regions (A and B,
middle panel and merged right panel).C: Quantification of c-Fos+ cells in the aBNST and PAG of C57Bl/6J male mice after i.p. saline (n = 4) or insulin
(n = 6; 1.5 units/kg). Representative magnification 310 of c-Fos induction in the aBNST (D and E) and PAG (F and G) after i.p. saline (left) or
insulin (right). Magnification 103. Values are mean6 SEM. Two-tailed, unpaired Student t test for each brain region. **P, 0.01. aco, anterior
commissure; aq, cerebral aqueduct.
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neurons as components of a neurocircuit involved in glucose
counterregulation.

We also report that, as predicted, photoactivation of
VMNNOS1→PAG projections reliably and robustly repro-
duced the freezing immobility seen upon VMNNOS1 acti-
vation (Fig. 6G–J and Supplementary Video 4). Although

we also found that photoactivation of VMNNOS1→PAG
projections elicited hyperglycemia (Fig. 6B), activation of
these projections failed to increase glucagon secretion
(Fig. 6E). Although activation of this circuit is clearly
capable of inducing both hyperglycemia and behavioral
fear responses, it does not fully engage the prototypic

Figure 5—Photoactivation of VMNNOS1→aBNST projections selectively promotes hyperglycemia by activating CRRs, without eliciting
freezing immobility. A: Schematic for laser off (mock) or laser-induced stimulation (Stim) of VMNNOS1 terminals in the aBNST (VMNNOS1→aBNST).
B: Blood glucose levels during ipsilateral mock and photoactivation of VMNNOS1→aBNST terminals. Blue shading represents the duration of
laser-induced stimulation. Blood glucose values at the 60-min time point (C) during which tail blood was collected for measurement of insulin
(D), glucagon (E), and corticosterone (F).G: Percentage of photoactivation trials evoking freezing. Percentage of time spent immobile (H), total
distance traveled (I), and average velocity (J) during mock and photostimulation (n = 8 for all). K: Representative image indicating terminals
of ChR2-expressing VMNNOS1 neurons within the ipsilateral aBNST and light-induced c-Fos within the aBNST. Values are mean 6 SEM.
P values by two-way ANOVA (B) and two-tailed, paired Student t test (C–J). **P , 0.01; ‡P , 0.0001. aco, anterior commissure; LV, lateral
ventricle.
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CRR, as seen after activation of the VMNNOS1→aBNST
projection.

DISCUSSION

The brain requires a continuous supply of glucose to
support its energy demands and, in response to an acute
energy deficit (e.g., hypoglycemia), it engages rapid,

potent, and highly integrated neuroendocrine and auto-
nomic responses that return blood glucose into the normal
range. Although many brain areas participate in this re-
sponse (35), we recently reported that activation of the
subset of VMN neurons that express SF1 is both necessary
and sufficient for intact CRRs in response to insulin-
induced hypoglycemia (11). Here, we extend this work

Figure 6—Photoactivation of VMNNOS1→PAG projections elicits defensive freezing immobility. A: Schematic for laser off (mock) or light-
induced stimulation (Stim) of VMNNOS1 terminals in the PAG (VMNNOS1→PAG). B: Blood glucose levels during ipsilateral mock and
photoactivation of VMNNOS1→PAG terminals. Blue shading represents the duration of laser-induced stimulation. Blood glucose values at the
60-min time point (C) during which tail blood was collected for measurement of insulin (D), glucagon (E ), and corticosterone (F ). G:
Percentage of photoactivation trials evoking freezing. Percentage of time spent immobile (H), total distance traveled (I), and average velocity
(J) during mock and photostimulation (n = 8 for all). K: Representative image indicating terminals of ChR2-expressing VMNNOS1 neurons in the
PAG and light-induced c-Fos within the PAG. Values are mean 6 SEM. P values by two-way ANOVA (B) and two-tailed, paired Student t test
(C–J). *P , 0.05; **P , 0.01; ***P , 0.001; ‡P , 0.0001. aq, cerebral aqueduct.
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by showing that the subset of these VMN neurons that
express NOS1 contributes to this effect. Our findings
show that although inhibition of VMNNOS1 neurons blunts
the glucagon response to insulin-induced hypoglycemia,
neither activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal
(HPA) axis nor recovery of blood glucose to normal levels
were affected, providing further evidence that multiple,
redundant central and peripheral pathways contribute to
the defense against hypoglycemia (36). Conversely, we
found that selective photoactivation of VMNNOS1 neurons
in otherwise normal mice causes robust hyperglycemia
characterized by activation of CRRs normally reserved
for the response to hypoglycemia (inhibition of GSIS
and increased secretion of both glucagon and cortico-
sterone; epinephrine also plays a key role in glucose
counterregulation, however, we were unable to measure
epinephrine in the current studies). However, since photo-
activation of VMNNOS1 neurons also induces defensive
behaviors (i.e., freezing immobility), the question is raised
as to whether the behavioral and metabolic responses
are inextricably linked to one another or instead involve
neuronal projections to distinct brain areas. Our findings
support the latter hypothesis. Specifically, we found
that activation of VMNNOS1 projections to the aBNST
(VMNNOS1→aBNST) induces CRRs and hyperglycemia,
whereas defensive behavioral responses were only ob-
served after activation of VMNNOS1 terminals in the
PAG (VMNNOS1→PAG). Together, these findings suggest
that the subset of VMNNOS1 neurons that project to the
aBNST is involved in glucose counterregulation, whereas
the VMNNOS1→PAG pathway is linked to fear-induced
behavioral responses.

Although compelling evidence implicates the VMN in
both autonomic and neuroendocrine CRRs that drive re-
covery from hypoglycemia (8–10,37,38), activation of the
VMN also elicits “fight or flight” (39,40), defensive (16,17),
and aggressive (41–43) behaviors, and the extent to which
the glycemic response is secondary to or is an inherent
component of the behavioral stress response is unknown.
Here, we considered the possibility that these divergent
biological functions reflect the activity of distinct subsets
of VMN neurons that project to discrete downstream brain
regions. Our focus on VMN neurons expressing NOS1 is
based on evidence that decreased glucose activates NOS1
and increases NO production in mediobasal hypothalamus
(7) and that NOS1 is required for intact glucose sensing
by GI neurons in the VMN (24). Moreover, mediobasal
hypothalamus injection of a nonselective NOS inhibitor
impaired the CRR and blunted the recovery from insulin-
induced hypoglycemia (24), and the CRR to hypogly-
cemia is impaired in NOS1-deficient mice (24). Last,
VMNNOS1 neurons are a subset of VMNSF1 neurons, acti-
vation of which robustly engages CRRs. We therefore
interpret our findings to suggest that 1) photoinhibition
of VMNNOS1 neurons impairs glucagon, but not cortico-
sterone, responses during insulin-induced hypoglycemia,
and 2) photoactivation of VMNNOS1 neurons induces

diabetes-range hyperglycemia in otherwise normal mice
via a mechanism involving activation of CRRs to suggest
an important role for VMNNOS1 neurons to drive specific
components of the CRR to hypoglycemia. Although the
mechanism(s) that mediates each of these responses
remains to be elucidated, long-standing evidence suggests
that the islet is under autonomic control (44), and in-
creased sympathetic activity both increases glucagon (45)
and inhibits insulin secretion (46).

Several lines of evidence also link activation of VMN
neurons to “fight or flight” and other behavioral responses
to fearful or threatening stimuli. For example, neurons
within the VMNvl are activated during escape and de-
fensive responses to an aggressive conspecific, and pred-
ator exposure activates neurons in the VMNdm;
conversely, painful stimuli (e.g., foot shock) do not activate
VMN neurons (39). The hypothesis that specific VMN
neuronal populations are recruited during predator and
social fear and that similar fear behaviors recruit different
brain circuits is also supported by data from pharmaco-
genetics studies showing that inhibition of the VMNvl
decreases defensive responses to an aggressive conspecific
(39), whereas activation of a specific subset of VMNvl
neurons (marked by expression of estrogen receptor 1)
induces mating behavior and fighting in rodents (41,43).
By comparison, pharmacogenetic inhibition of the VMNdm
impairs defensive responses to predators (39), whereas
photoactivation of VMNdm neurons induces flight and
freezing behavior (16,17). These behaviors also appear to
occur in a scalable manner, with less intense stimulation
inducing freezing and more intense stimulation evoking
activity bursts (16). Taken together, these studies suggest
that the VMNdm, a region also implicated in the control of
energy homeostasis and metabolism (20,47), is involved in
predator fear and other defensive behaviors, whereas the
VMNvl is a region involved in sexual and aggressive behavior
and social fear (40–43).

As a first step to investigate whether the subset of
VMNNOS1 neurons involved in glucose counterregulation
are causally linked to these behavioral responses, we
characterized the downstream projection fields of these
neurons using a fluorescently labeled channelrhodopsin.
Consistent with work from us and others, the aBNST and
PAG receive the heaviest projections from VMNNOS1 neu-
rons (11,30,48). Our finding that photostimulation of the
subset of VMNNOS1 neurons that project to the aBNST
mimics the glycemic response elicited by VMNNOS1 neu-
ronal stimulation (including increases of plasma glucagon
and corticosterone levels and inhibition of GSIS), but does
not induce defensive or other detectable behaviors, pro-
vides compelling evidence that the VMNNOS1→aBNST
projection constitutes a neurocircuit involved in glycemic
control but not in behavioral regulation. Implicit in this
conclusion is not only that a behavioral response is not
required for VMN neuron activation to elicit robust hy-
perglycemia but also that a distinct VMNNOS1 neuronal
projection must drive the behavioral response.
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Among various VMN projection fields with the poten-
tial to mediate defensive behaviors, the PAG stands out
because 1) this brain area is activated in response to a wide
variety of threats (49,50); 2) impaired PAG function
diminishes the expression of defensive behaviors, includ-
ing freezing, risk assessment, and flight (39,51); 3) stim-
ulation of the PAG is sufficient to induce defensive
responses, including freezing, escape, and flight (52);
and 4) this brain area (particularly, its dorsal columns)
receives input from the VMN (11,30,48). Our finding that
photostimulation of the subset of VMNNOS1 neurons that
project to the PAG elicits defensive behaviors is consistent
with previous evidence linking projections from the
VMNdm to the dorsal region of the PAG in this behavior,
whereas projections to the anterior hypothalamic area are
implicated in risk assessment and flight (17).

Given this evidence linking the VMN→PAG projection
in defensive behavior, it came as something of a surprise
that hyperglycemia is also induced by photostimulation of
VMNNOS1 neurons that project to the PAG, especially since
activation of VMNSF1→PAG projections does not have this
effect (11). The mechanism driving this response is not
identical with that engaged by projections of VMNNOS1

neurons to the aBNST; however, because it raised corti-
costerone levels (reflecting activation of the HPA axis), glu-
cagon secretion was not increased. Furthermore, we report
that insulin-induced hypoglycemia activates neurons in
the aBNST but not the PAG. We interpret these collective
findings to suggest that activation of the VMNNOS1→PAG
projection induces a nonspecific stress response marked
by defensive behaviors, activation of the HPA axis, and
hyperglycemia but does not participate in glucose counter-
regulation per se. This hypothesis warrants additional in-
vestigation, particularly given recent evidence suggesting a
role for the PAG in mobilizing glucose during exposure to
noxious or painful stimuli (32).

In conclusion, we report that activation of the subset of
VMN neurons that express NOS1 rapidly induces diabetes-
range hyperglycemia owing to the combination of amarked
increase in glucagon and corticosterone secretion and
inhibition of GSIS, characteristic of the CRR to hypogly-
cemia. We further show that activation of the specific
subset of VMNNOS1 neurons that project to the aBNST is
sufficient to engage the same glucoregulatory response,
while having no detectable behavioral phenotype, whereas
VMNNOS1 neurons that project to the PAG are implicated
in defensive behaviors. Further insight into these VMN
neurocircuits will inform our understanding of both hy-
poglycemia and its complications in patients with diabetes
(53) and mechanisms underlying the “fight or flight” re-
sponse and other defensive behaviors.
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